North Bay Restoration (NBR) Consulting
Terms & Agreement:
No Warranties:
I understand that by scheduling a consulting session with NBR, I’m in agreement that
neither North Bay Restoration nor Tim Lee may be held responsible for project failures
nor my personal tastes (likes or dislikes) of my project’s outcome. Due to the unique
nature of my consulting session, based entirely on the information I’ve provided NBR via
emailed photos and conversation, without Tim physically working on my project, I agree
that Tim Lee may not be held responsible.
I understand that no warranties, promises and/or representations of any kind, expressed
or implied, are given as to the nature, standard, or accuracy of the information provided
in this website or the suitability of the information regarding my particular circumstances.
I accept that NBR has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the
information provided on this website, along with direct consultation, and accept that the
information is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind.
I understand that NBR does not accept responsibility or liability for the accuracy, content,
completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained on this website or
provided during direct consultation. I understand that Tim is providing the best advice he
can for resolving my issues, based on the information I’ve provided him, and waive any
rights to legal action.
I understand that NBR shall not be liable for any loss or damage of whatever nature
(direct, indirect, consequential, or otherwise) whether resulting in contract, tort or
otherwise, which may arise because of my use of (or inability to use) this website, or from
my use of (or failure to use) the information I’ve been provided during consultation.
Third Party Sites:
I understand that this website provides links to other websites owned by third parties, the
content of which is not within NBR’s control and no responsibility shall be taken for the
information or content thereon. I understand that links to such third-party sites are neither
to be taken as endorsements by NBR of any products promoted, offered or sold on the
third-party site, nor any representation that such sites are free from computer viruses or
anything else that has destructive properties. I understand that NBR cannot and will not
take responsibility for the collection or use of personal data from any third-party site, nor
does NBR accept responsibility for the accuracy of third party advertisements.
Viruses:
I understand that NBR has taken all conventional measures to protect this website but
cannot guarantee it’s free from computer viruses that may have destructive properties,
even though there’s never been a problem in the past.

